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Abstract. This paper describes the design, development,  and deployment  of  an unmanned autonomous 
aerial vehicle developed at the Georgia Institute of  Technology during 1990-1991. The approach taken, 
the system architecture,  and the embedded intelligence of  the project as conceived by a team of stu- 
dents, faculty, and industrial affiliates is reported. The project focused on engineering a vehicle which 
performed an intended mission in the time, space, and weight restrictions specified as part of  an AUVS 
1991 Competit ion. This paper documents  the system and its various components  and also provides a 
discussion of integration issues. 

The project demonstrated capabilities of  existing and new technologies, but also highlighted many 
serious integration issues, particularly when using prototype components .  The project  also demon- 
strated the utility and mutual benefits of  academic-industry projects. All members of the team benefited 
by working on a real and tangible project. Industrial participates gained first hand exper ience integrating 
their products with other components  and many saw potential for their products and services in new 
markets.  
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1. Introduction 1.1. Overv iew  

Beginning in September,  1990, a team of  Georgia 
Tech students and faculty along with several in- 
dustrial partners set out to develop an unmanned 
autonomous flying vehicle. Vehicle specifica- 
tions were dictated by the rules of  a student com- 
petition organized by the Association for Un- 
manned Vehicle Systems (AUVS) held in July, 
1991. The assembled team, multidisciplinary by 
necessity, engineered a vehicle which comes 
close to achieving the mission objectives. This 
paper describes the process by which the system 
was developed,  the organization of  the system, 
the individual components ,  and the software 
which makes the vehicle perform in an intelligent 
manner. 

The AUVS Competit ion lead to the creation of 
the Georgia Tech team and the collective interest 
in developing an autonomous aerial vehicle. 
Many of the design decisions discussed in this 
paper were made to meet requirements and mis- 
sion objectives stated in the competit ion rules 
and guidelines [1]. 

The AUVS Competit ion prescribed that a 
team must use a vehicle which was completely 
autonomous and untethered. The vehicle was re- 
quired to fly in an arena the size of a volleyball 
court  containing two, 6 foot diameter bins. One 
of  the bins contained three inch diameter orange 
metallic disks, randomly placed, which were to 
be retrieved and deposited in the second bin. The 
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objective was to fly a course which found a disk 
in the source bin, pick it up, and fly to the deposit  
bin where the disk was relinquished. This cycle 
was completed six t imes, transferring all of  the 
disks from one bin to the other  bin. The mission 
duration was three minutes with an additional six 
minutes allotted for setting up and starting the 
vehicle. All vehicles were required to provide a 
"kil l"  switch which transferred control to a hu- 
man pilot in case of  emergency.  

A secondary mission for the development  of  
the Georgia  Tech vehicle was to provide a plat- 
form for future research and development .  The 
exper ience  gained via the development  of  the 
compet i t ion aircraft would provide an avenue for 
future research activities. 

In order to perform~the mission, the vehicle 
had to replace the capabilities of  a human pilot. 
Thus,  the measure  of  intelligence by any sys tem 
or componen t  was the degree to which it reduced 
the need for human control or augmented a hu- 
man pilot 's  per formance .  The synergistic effects 
caused by the collection of components  and their 
individual functionality developed the necessary  
intelligence for the sys tem to complete ly  replace 
the pilot for limited flight operat ions,  i.e., those 
required by the AUVS mission. 

1.2. Motivation 

The A U V S  mission, requiring an au tonomous  
agent, is similar to missions proposed by various 
organizations and is one that has received in- 
creasing attention [2, 3]. These kinds of  robotic 
agents,  for example,  are useful for surveillance 
operat ions,  communicat ion relays, and inspec- 
tion duties for pipelines, large bridges, and haz- 
ardous environments .  Any intelligence which 
can be added to a device which reduces the level 
of  detailed control required by the operator ,  
greatly increases the sys tem's  value and is bene- 
ficial. Therefore ,  each of the separate  technolo- 
gies and components  on a vehicle become impor- 
tant and issues revolving around the integration 
of manipulation, mobility, real-time control,  in- 
telligent control,  sensor fusion, and visualization 
technologies become a major  undertaking and 
worthy of serious research.  Thus,  the motivat ion 
for our entry into the AUVS competi t ion was 
more than just  to compete  in the event,  but also 

to develop a testbed for further  research in vari- 
ous components  needed by autonomous  agents 
and the investigation of  integration issues. 

1.3. Paper Organization 

This paper  is organized so as to describe the var- 
ious activities and components  of  the aerial ve- 
hicle sys tem which lead to an intelligent agent. 
The discussion first begins with a description of 
the concurrent  engineering activities that were 
performed.  This phase identified key compo-  
nents and technologies required for successful 
complet ion of  the project. Following the concur-  
rent engineering activities, a well defined team 
was formed and its organization contributed in 
part  to the solution developed.  An overview of 
the sys tem is provided and then descriptions of  
each of the major  subsys tems are presented.  The 
paper  then ties the subsys tems together  by dis- 
cussing the integration issues faced by the proj- 
ect. At the conclusion of the paper is an evaluation 
of our approach to developing the system and 
some comments  about the future capabilities. 

2. Problem Statement  

The team's  initial commitment  to compete  in the 
competi t ion defined the short term goals for the 
project. These  can best  be identified by discuss- 
ing more specifically the competi t ion and the 
goal 's  impact  on formulating the scope of the ro- 
botic task. 

2.1. Mission 

The mission task to fly au tonomously  within a 
limited space and per form a complex mission in 
a very short period of t ime was a significant chal- 
lenge. The team's  goal was to retrieve all six of  
the disks within the three minute flight time. 
Therefore,  design decisions were based on the 
fact that disk acquisition and flight t ime must fall 
within the total allotted mission time. 

2.2. Competition Specifics 

Constraints were placed on candidate vehicles by 
the competi t ion rules. The vehicle chosen to per- 
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form the mission had to be capable of fitting in- 
side a 6 foot cube. No tethers were allowed to 
the vehicle, so significant communication issues 
and discussions of on-board versus off-board 
equipment ensued. The flight path of the vehicle 
also had to contend with a three foot high opaque 
barrier which bisected the course (see Figure 1). 
The team decided early in the project that a ve- 
hicle satisfying all competition requirements was 
achievable, thus influencing many subsequent 
design decisions. 

3. Concurrent Engineering Approach 

Concurrent Engineering (CE) is the systematic 
application of scientific and engineering princi- 
ples to the concurrent design of all aspects of the 
product and related processes. This includes 
meeting budget, schedule, and technical perfor- 
mance objectives while ensuring product func- 
tionality, maintainability, and manufacturability 
[4]. The large scale multidisciplinary develop- 
ment required to build a winning vehicle in the 
short time frame allotted, highlighted the bene- 
fits of applying concurrent engineering to this 
project. Application of CE techniques has been 
shown to reduce product development cycles by 
as much as 50% [4]. 

Five system documents were created in an ef- 
fort to implement CE techniques. First, the Sys- 
tems Engineering Management Plan (SEMP) was 
created, modeled after the SEMP issued by the 
Department of Defense's Joint Project Office for 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [5]. Common termi- 
nology to describe system components, team or- 
ganization and responsibilities, a projected mile- 
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stone list and team management philosophy were 
included in the report. The Work Breakdown 
Structure shown in Figure 2 was modeled after 
the DoD's and developed to the component level 
(Level 4). It assisted in assigning team responsi- 
bilities. A Functional Task Decomposition was 
generated in conjunction with Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) techniques [6]. Figure 3 
shows the QFD planning matrix generated for 
the project. This matrix, sometimes called the 
"House of Quality", helped identify critical com- 
petition tasks and their relationship to customer 
(AUVS competition) requirements early in the 
design process. The matrix also provided an im- 
portant awareness of coupled tasks as denoted 
by the upper triangular portion of the figure. The 
fifth document, an Integrated Schedule, pre- 
sented explicit subsystem milestones necessary 
for timely completion of the system's integration 
and evaluation. Using the concurrent engineer- 
ing process was intended to force earlier and bet- 
ter design decisions, resulting in fewer subsys- 
tem incompatibilities than would otherwise have 
occurred. 

The most troubling problem in utilizing any of 
these tools was the inability to predict or meet 
schedules. This is an ongoing difficulty in indus- 
try, but academic projects suffer more due to the 
team members' conflicting time requirements. A 
complete discussion concerning the concurrent 
engineering activities associated with the project 
can be found in a related Master's thesis [7]. 

4. Organizational Structure 

To properly address the design and development 
issues in a project of this magnitude and scope 
over such a short duration, some type of organi- 
zational structure had to be imposed. Initial goals 
for the project were to implement the concurrent 
engineering design environment through the use 
of the documents described above and then to 
start addressing critical design issues. Partici- 
pants composing the team included students and 
faculty from the Schools of Aerospace Engineer- 
ing, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, and from the College of 
Computing. The team also had significant partic- 
ipation from industrial affiliates, Pacific RPV, 
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The Mitre Corporation,  Guided Systems Tech- 
nologies, the U.S. Army Aerostructures Direc- 
torate, and TRON-Tek.  

Initial design responsibilities of the various 
team members  are shown in Figure 4. Towards 
the end of the project,  however,  many people 
moved between groups aiding in the integra- 
tion of the various components .  Perceived aca- 
demic specialties of  the represented engineering 
schools were aligned with technical requirements 
of  prospective subsystems. The structure there- 
fore allowed the groups to be uncoupled from 
other  design activities with an underlying intent 
that system pieces would be integrated during 
the later portions of  the project. 

5. System Architecture 

Having organized the team in a concurrent  engi- 
neering design environment,  development  of  a 
vehicle system began. The system was necessar- 
ily more than a collection of components ,  be- 

cause each piece contributed,  and integrated 
with, the rest of the package. This section of  the 
paper provides an overview of  the system as a 
whole while the next  section will provide details 
concerning each of the components .  

5.1. System Objectives 

The driving objectives for development  of an aer- 
ial vehicle system were the AUVS competit ion 
requirements described in Sections 1 and 2, cou- 
pled with the issues identified by the preliminary 
concurrent  engineering study. These can be de- 
scribed using the high-level functional tasks of  
startup, takeoff,  fly, navigate, retrieve a disk, de- 
posit a disk, and land. Rather than using a human 
pilot and remotely controlled vehicle to perform 
these steps, the team needed to make the process 
autonomous within a ten month time frame. Ad- 
ditional objectives for the system included inter- 
changeable components  so that future research 
could be performed with the vehicle. A related 
benefit  of  the project was the opportunity to use 
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this entire design process  as a concurrent  engi- 
neering case-study. 

5.2. System Performance Specifications 

In order  to achieve the mission objectives,  sev- 
eral decisions were made early in the design sce- 
nario. These were mainly related to pe r fo rmance  
issues of  the system, but influenced the design 
processes  of  most  components .  

First, as much as possible,  reliability and func- 
tional redundancy was key to the design. Any 
one malfunctioning componen t  could jeopardize  
the mission. Of  course,  redundancy issues had to 
be balanced against issues of  aerial vehicle gross 
weight. 

Secondly, the t eam's  design objective during 
the entire process  was to build a sys tem capable  
of  recovering all six disks. Therefore,  timing is- 
sues for retrieving disks, for selecting flight ve- 
locities, and for decision making were directed 
toward this mission per formance  goal. 

Flight per formance  of the vehicle was a third 
item. The ability of  the aircraft to fly accurately 
to a desired location and hover  at that location 
posed significant design requirements for the 
supporting subsys tems.  The retrieval mechanism 
could only be as good as the locational accuracy  
and hover  stability of  the vehicle. Vision sys tems 
needed to dynamical ly  compensa te  for changes 

in vehicle roll, pitch, yaw, and altitude. In order 
to achieve stable flight per formance  characteris-  
tics, an internal flight stability sys tem was re- 
quired. Flight control command  update  rates 
were determined to be on the order of  ten times 
per second, a rate determined to be approxi- 
mately twice that of  a human pilot. 

5.3. System Architecture Overview 

Having defined the mission objectives and sev- 
eral key per formance  specification s , the research 
and development  process was parti t ioned along 
functional lines and assigned to various portions 
of  the team. Since weight and space were at a 
premium, initial design focused on investigating 
component  weight and space capabilities that 
would result with a vehicle able to lift off  the 
ground, and with sufficient power  remaining for 
slow maneuvers .  To reduce vehicle weight, some 
equipment  would be placed at the ground station, 
relying on communicat ion  links to transmit data 
between the vehicle and the ground. 

The sys tem which evolved is depicted in Fig- 
ure 5. The figure shows the ground-based activi- 
ties in the center  and aerial operat ions on the 
outer  extremities.  Four  main airborne compo-  
nents existed. These were the Air Vehicle Sensor  
Suite, which assisted in stability augmentat ion;  a 
Vehicle Positioning Sys tem which per formed 
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Fig. 5. Autonomous  aerial vehicle system architecture 

sensing and tasks related to navigation; a Disk 
Retrieval Sys tem for acquiring the disks; and, a 
Disk Locat ing Sys tem,  which used a camera  to 
determine disk locations in the source bin. Each 
of these subsys tems t ransmit ted data to the 
ground via a communica t ion  down-link. On- 
board the vehicle, a "pos t  off ice"  collected the 
data f rom the four  components ,  packaged it to- 
gether, and sent the information to the ground. 
Once on the ground, the data was sent to the mis- 
sion planning and control station for processing 
by the controller  and for driving a ground-based 
visual " cockp i t "  display of the mission status. 
Vehicle command  signals were then sent back  to 
the aircraft through the uplink. These commands  
caused flight surfaces to move  in intended direc- 
tions and for the retrieval mechanism to respond 
in a desired manner.  This path follows the pro- 
cesses  which were to occur  ten times per  second 
during the mission. 

The next section contains a descript ion of  
each sys tem component .  

6. Subsystem Description 

6.1. Aerial Vehicle 

Competi t ion requirements  implied a vehicle ca- 
pable of  vertical takeoff  with an ability to main- 
tain stable hover  a t  low altitude. The team de- 

cided that there was insufficient t ime to build a 
vehicle and that a commercia l ly  available air- 
f rame should be purchased.  Three types of  
V T O L  unmanned  aerial vehicles were evaluated: 
coaxials,  ducted fans and conventional  helicop- 
ters. The commercia l  availability of  conventional  
helicopters with the desired payload capabili ty 
led to their selection. Fur ther  research deter- 
mined that a modified version of Pacific RPV's  
Bruiser helicopter, shown in Figure 6, would pro- 
vide the best  alternative. 

Several problems with the vehicle proved to 
be obstacles  throughout the project.  The engine 
was very sensitive to variations in ambient  con- 
ditions and required tuning before every flight 
before it would generate  the required perfor-  
mance.  Second,  the vehicle exper ienced pro- 
nounced vibration problems resulting f rom drive- 
train modifications made to have the vehicle fit 
within the compet i t ion 's  six foot cube size re- 
quirements.  This vibration load, coupled with 
manufactur ing deficiencies in the tail rotor  blade 
grips and engine cooling fan, resulted in higher 
than normal  componen t  wear  and failure rates. 
Long down times resulted in significant flight test 
schedule delays. 

During flight testing, the Bruiser demon-  
strated the ability to fly with 18 pounds of pay- 
load, exceeding the target on-board payload by 
nearly four pounds,  offering some margin for er- 
ror in gross componen t  weights. 
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Fig. 6. Photograph of aerial vehicle 

6.2. Air Vehicle Sensor  Suite 

The on-board sensor  suite sampled vehicle alti- 
tude, att i tude (roll, pitch, yaw), and att i tude 
rates of  change. The sensors selected were re- 
quired to be sufficiently responsive and accurate  
to allow stable flight. Small weight, size and 
power  requirements  were also important  traits in 
on-board systems.  Unfortunately,  such sensors 
proved to be very expensive.  

A commercia l  three-axis atti tude and rate sen- 
sor package was loaned for use in the vehicle by 
Watson Industr ies,  removing a large financial 
concern.  However ,  failure analysis after a vehi- 
cle mishap pointed to the sensor  unit as the 
crash ' s  cause.  Subsequent  testing revealed one 
of  the channels was malfunctioning. After  three 
other  units of  the same model,  f rom different 
sources,  showed similar faults, a two-axis (roll, 
pitch) Watson sys tem was combined with a flux 
gate compass  (yaw position) and gyroscope  (yaw 
rate) to provide the required three-axis function- 
ality. 

Commercia l  sensors capable of  accurately 
registering vehicle altitude over  the desired range 
of 0 to 10 feet proved unavailable.  Therefore,  the 
t eam under took development  of  an ultrasonic 
ranging based altimeter. The sys tem used three 
Polaroid sensors aimed at the ground, and aver- 

aged the readings f rom each to reduce spurious 
errors.  Lagging development  schedules ham- 
pered the componen t ' s  complete  integration on 
the aircraft. 

6.3. Flight Controller 

6.3.1. Overview. The flight control subsys tem 
was responsible for moving the vehicle from its 
current  location to a target X,Y,Z position within 
the arena and then maintain that position in a sta- 
ble hover. To accomplish this, two closed-loop 
controllers were used in a hierarchical arrange- 
ment  [8]. The inner loop controller resided on the 
vehicle while the outer  loop controller spanned 
the radio links to execute  in the ground com- 
puter. Figure 7 presents  a schematic  of  the flight 
controller  subsystem.  

The inner control loop executed on-board the 
aircraft in an Intel 80C196KC microcontrol ler  
based Stability Augmentat ion System (SAS). 
The SAS controller a t tached directly to the sen- 
sors and control actuators.  It  monitored the air- 
craft sensor  suite and manipulated the pitch of 
the blades on the main rotor and the tail rotor  in 
order to control the vehicle so that sensor read- 
ings matched target values provided by the outer  
control loop. The outer  loop was simplified by 
using the SAS, since the controller could model 
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Fig. 7. Flight controller schematic 

the vehicle as a stable system, unconcerned with 
power fluctuation, wind gust and changing load 
effects. 

The outer  loop controller, executing in the 
ground computer ,  used vehicle sensor data and 
position feedback inputs. It received inputs from 
mission planning that provided target X,Y,Z po- 
sitions which might be many feet away from the 
current  helicopter location. The outer  loop con- 
troller then generated smooth velocity curves,  
within performance limits, to command the heli- 
copter,  through the SAS, to the desired location. 
Outputs of the outer  loop provided inputs to the 
SAS to effect this move and were in the form of 
vehicle atti tude targets (roll, pitch, yaw, etc.) 
moving the helicopter along the desired trajec- 
tory. 

6.3.2. Inner Loop. The inner control loop exe- 
cuting on the SAS micro-computer  operated he- 
licopter control surfaces and read sensor data. It 

was given target values for the vehicle attitude 
and it manipulated the control surfaces to drive 
the measured values to match the reference con- 
ditions. Figure 8 shows a typical block diagram 
for one of the four channels in the inner loop con- 
troller. Separate channels controlled roll, pitch, 
yaw, and altitude. The controller operated asyn- 
chronously at 20-30 cycles per second. Control 
gains were dependent  on the vehicle configura- 
tion and desired performance characteristics,  
and were determined experimentally through 
flight testing. 

The SAS, specifically designed to operate this 
helicopter, was offered to the team as a part of 
the purchased vehicle package. However ,  late 
delivery and difficulties with the vendor delayed 
final flight testing for over two months. 

It was important  that the SAS not be operated 
autonomously while the vehicle was in contact  
with the ground. Any attitude corrections at- 
tempted while the vehicle was constrained by the 
ground could easily tip the helicopter over. This 
was addressed by programming the SAS to op- 
erate in three modes: first, fully autonomous 
control; second, fully-remote control; and, 
thirdly operation in a partially autonomous 
mode. The latter state controlled the vehicle al- 
titude without attempting attitude corrections.  
This mode was used for taking off. Once the he- 
l icopter cleared the ground, the SAS was 
switched to its normal operating state via a com- 
mand from the outer  loop controller. This pro- 
cess worked for taking off  in calm air, but was 
not tested under windy conditions. 

A final problem concerning the SAS was the 
switch from manual control to computer  control 
and the switch back. The SAS was unaware of 
the transition and regarded any abrupt change in 
its target values as legal requests. Since the man- 
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Fig. 8. Inner loop flight controller schematic 
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ual controls could never be placed such that they 
matched the computer  driven inputs, violent ve- 
hicle movements  could occur  after the switch. 
This problem somewhat  limited the usefulness of 
the manual control system for testing the outer 
loop controller. 

6.3.3. Outer Loop. The outer loop controller 
monitored the vehicle's position and velocity. It 
compared these values with target parameters 
and made corrections as needed to achieve the 
desired flight path. In addition, it received input 
commands in the form of target X,Y positions, 
as determined by the mission planning subsys- 
tem (described in section 6.4). Outputs from this 
controller were vehicle attitude commands.  For  
example,  to move the vehicle forward, the con- 
troller pitched the nose of the vehicle down, in- 
creasing forward velocity. When the vehicle 
achieved desired cruising speed, the pitch was 
reduced. The aircraft similarly decelerated as it 
neared the target location. 

The outer  loop controller was a closed loop 
linear controller with two independent channels 
operating in the X and Y planes. There were two 
copies of  the control schematic shown in Figure 
9, one controlling each channel. During takeoff  
and landing the altitude was increased or de- 
creased linearly with no feedback. During the 
mission, altitude was held constant and therefore 
the Z axis did not have a controller in the outer  
loop. Control channels used actual vehicle posi- 
tion and velocity as feedback inputs. Gain terms 
were dependent  on vehicle weight and engine 
performance,  and were tuned experimentally. 

Vehicle position was provided by the mission 
planner via the vehicle positioning subsystem. It 
is sampled over  time to derive velocity. This 
method of determining velocity was chosen be- 
cause commercial  sensors were unavailable 
which could function at the vehicle's range of 

mission airspeeds. The use of  the visually deter- 
mined position to infer velocity could cause 
problems, since position data was only expected 
to be accurate to + 6 inches. A large amount of 
damping in the velocity term, to counterbalance 
velocity spikes in the samples, degraded vehicle 
responsiveness.  This problem remains a concern 
to be evaluated through further testing. 

The outer control loop relied on the radio links 
to control the vehicle. While reliance on radio 
links made interference a major weakness in the 
design, use of a ground station was chosen be- 
cause it offered greater long term flexibility in 
system application. Methods for moving this 
computation on-board while maintaining some 
form of ground control station are being ex- 
plored. 

6.4. Mission Planning 

The mission planning portion of the aerial vehicle 
system resided in the ground-based computer.  
This subsystem was predominantly software and 
represented the system's intelligent planning. 
Due to the critical nature of  mission planning, 
most of the other subsystems interacted in some 
manner with its operations. A functional descrip- 
tion, followed by a more technical description, of  
the mission planning activities follows. 

6.4.1. Functional Description. The mission plan- 
ning subsystem was the core of intelligence and 
decision-making for the vehicle. Without this 
portion of the system, a human could fly the ve- 
hicle, but with little support  from the other on- 
board and ground based subsystems. As portions 
of the mission planning subsystem were added, 
the human pilot was provided with greater assis- 
tance in flying and performing the mission. 
Taken with all of  the mission planning software 
in place, the vehicle was totally autonomous.  

Desired 
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Fig. 9. Outer loop flight controller schematic 
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There  were several important  tasks which the 
mission planning subsys tem performed.  These  
composed  the major  pilot augmentat ion features,  
and were: 
• World model maintenance;  
• Visual cockpit  display system; 
• Sys tem monitoring; and, 
• Motion planning. 
The mission planning subsys tem had the ability 
to visually replay previous missions and allowed 
simulation of  missions. The capabilities of  the 
mission planning sys tem proved very valuable 
during debugging of  the other  subsys tems.  

Mission planning operat ions began when data 
was received f rom the aerial vehicle via the 
down-link. The data was evaluated and used to 
plan the next action for the vehicle. Actions con- 
sisted of both vehicle position commands  and 
disk retrieval operat ions.  Vehicle position com- 
mands  were passed to the outer  loop flight 
controller  and disk retrieval commands  were 
t ransmit ted to the vehicle. Mission planning 
computa t ions  had to be pe r fo rmed  in a t imely 
manner  to maintain the 10 Hz cycle t ime along 
the communica t ion  path identified for the mis- 
sion. 

6.4.2. Technical Description. The technical as- 
pects  of  the mission planning activities revolved 
around the four tasks described above.  Each of 
these will now be explained in detail. 

6.4.2.1. WORLD MODEL MAINTENANCE. The world 
model consisted of  a spatial and temporal  repre- 
sentation of the vehicle, updated f rom the down- 
linked vehicle telemetry.  Each data set was time 
s tamped for temporal  reference.  The first activity 
of  the world model  was to interpret  the data in 
the down-link. I f  a set of  data was missing, or the 
error detect ion mechanisms signaled a problem 
with the arriving data, the entire data packet  
was not used. After verifying the comple teness  
of  the data, the data was added to the world 
model.  

Prior to flight initiation, a priori knowledge of 
the envi ronment  was entered into the model.  
This information included parameters  about  the 
space allocated for the mission, the locations of  
source and deposi tory  bins, and locations of  nav- 
igation aids. This information was considered 

spatially exact  and constant  over  time. As the 
Vehicle began the mission, the position of the ve- 
hicle and objects which it " s a w "  were stored in 
the world model.  Over  time, refinement of  un- 
known objects (those which were "d i scovered"  
as opposed  to known a priori) took place. The 
vehicle could discern bad data by using the ac- 
cumulated average of information in the world 
model.  This gave rise to sensor validity issues 
and sensor  fusion issues. 

The world model did not directly augment  a 
human pilot 's ability to fly the vehicle because  
there did not exist a mechanism for the pilot to 
see or visualize what  was happening. However ,  
all other pieces of  mission planning depended on 
the information contained in the world model.  
The contents  of  the world model could be "re- 
p layed"  to see what happened with various sub- 
sys tems during the mission. The next portion of  
the mission planning subsys tem added a visual 
interface to the world model ,  helping a pilot to 
fly the vehicle. It was not designed to be useful 
in such a small area as the volleyball  court  for 
this competi t ion,  but for missions encompass ing  
greater  distances.  

6 . 4 . 2 . 2 .  VISUAL COCKPIT DISPLAY SYSTEM. Although 
not directly needed by the au tonomous  vehicle 
system,  a visual display of the world model pro- 
vided a very realistic and useful interface for de- 
bugging. This visual display could also be used 
to augment  a human flying the vehicle. The de- 
sign utilized for the project  involved splitting the 
serial down-link communica t ion  so that the sig- 
nals were sent to the ground-based computer  for 
mission planning activities as well as to a Silicon 
Graphics  Workstat ion.  Thus,  two world models  
actually existed, one on the ground-based com- 
puter, and the other on the Silicon Graphics 
Workstat ion.  A vehicle cockpit  was created to 
display, in real t ime, a graphical representat ion of 
the air vehicle within the compet i t ion space along 
with key pieces of  mission data. There existed an 
al t imeter  gauge, a compass  heading, pitch and 
roll indicators,  and an indicator for the on-board 
bat tery  status (see Figure 10). Also, when disks 
were located in the source bin, a separate  image 
was displayed showing the placement  of  the 
disks within the bin (as known by the world 
model).  
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Fig. 10. Screen images of the visual cockpit system 

This interface proved most valuable for de- 
bugging system components  and for helping with 
the integration aspects of  the project. Very eas- 
ily, for example, one could visually see that one 
component  was producing data in world coordi- 
nates with one type of unit measure and that an- 
other component  was using either a different co- 
ordinate reference system or different units. The 
visual display also proved useful for replaying 
the mission for evaluation. For missions span- 

ning larger spaces, this interface would pro- 
vide better spatial resolution for a human pi- 
lot. It could also allow the human pilot to fly 
an " instrument"  mission, that is, flying the 
vehicle where or when it can not be visually 
seen. 

6.4.2.3. SYSTEM MONITORING. This part of mission 
planning monitored the status of  various com- 
ponents in the system as well as the execution of 
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tasks initiated by the motion planning subsys- 
tem. 

Before the vehicle was allowed to lift off  the 
ground, the sys tem verified that all components  
were operational .  I tems checked included the 
communica t ion  links, the vehicle systems,  the 
ground sys tems,  and the items set up by the team 
for navigation. This procedure  was much like a 
human pilot going through a check list prior  to 
takeoff.  These same sys tems were monitored 
throughout  the flight. I f  something went wrong, 
the mission was aborted.  I f  the up-link port ion of 
the communica t ion  path was lost, the vehicle 
was capable  of  maintaining a hover  with only the 
on-board systems.  

Sensing the successful complet ion of a mis- 
sion was also a part  of  the sys tem monitoring 
subsystem.  When mission planning requested 
that a disk be retrieved, it monitored whether  the 
retr iever was able to at tach to a disk. If  a disk 
was not extracted,  there was no need to fly to the 
deposi tory  bin. Rather,  further  investigation took 
place within the source bin. 

This level of  intelligence assisted the pilot 
when problems arose by showing what  sys tems 
were working and which were not working. Also 
the pilot could determine if a disk retrieval had 
been successful ,  which was difficult to discern 
f rom a remote  distance.  

6.4.2.4. MOTION PLANNING. The final level of  in- 
telligence within the mission planning subsys tem 
provided au tonomous  flight. This port ion initi- 
ated the commands  to takeoff,  land, and move 
from one location in the compet i t ion arena to an- 
other location. 

The mission planning sys tem determined a 
flight path and identified this path by its end 
points,  i.e., move  f rom the start location, to the 
center  of  the source bin, to the center  of  the de- 
posit  bin, to the source bin, and continue until 
the disks were acquired at which point return to 
the start  location for landing. The group decided 
that the vehicle motion would be as restricted as 
possible to allow for more simplistic motion plan- 
ning. The flight plan dictated that the vehicle fly 
at constant  altitude during the mission and with 
constant  heading. To reverse direction, the vehi- 
cle would fly backwards .  Therefore ,  upon decid- 
ing to commence  flight, the first command  was 

to achieve the mission flight altitude. The motion 
planning facility commanded  that the vehicle 
should reach this altitude with corresponding X 
and Y locations. The desired position was passed 
to the outer  loop flight controller  which handled 
how to achieve the position. Therefore,  a hier- 
archical approach to the intelligence was devel- 
oped. The mission planning subsys tem was con- 
cerned with the higher level issues of  what  to do 
and when to do them. This information was then 
passed to other subsys tems for execution.  

6.4.3. Design Decisions. Several factors  came 
to play in the development  of  the mission plan- 
ning subsys tem.  One of the important  issues was 
reliance on the communica t ion  subsystem.  With- 
out receipt of  data to create the world model,  the 
mission planner could do nothing. Along with the 
data was a need to store the data in the model 
and a sys tem which could per form the necessary  
computat ions  in a t imely fashion. This consider- 
ation lead to the use of  two compute r  sys tems on 
the ground: a 386SX personal  computer  for plan- 
ning and evaluation,  and the Silicon Graphics  
Workstat ion for real-time visual displays. 

The impor tance  of distributed intelligence was 
key in the design [9]. During the design phase,  
the exact  nature of  the components  was un- 
known. Therefore,  f rom the mission planners 
point of  view, a simplicity of  design was needed 
whereby the mission planner would request  a 
certain function or objective to be achieved. The 
corresponding subsys tems  could then act on 
these high level commands  and per fo rm the task. 
The mission planner did not need to be con- 
cerned with how the task was accomplished so 
long as the goal was realized. 

6.4.4. Assessment.  While the motion planning 
may seem somewhat  simplistic, flying between 
two points, the development  of  the mission plan- 
ning sys tem was by no means trivial. The real- 
time issues and integration of  the components  
was critical to keep the vehicle airborne.  The 
world model and visualization portions provided 
t remendous  capabilities for debugging. However ,  
the enormous  issues of  integrating the sys tem 
kept the mission planner f rom being fully opera- 
tional at compet i t ion time. As will be discussed 
later with integration issues, the size of  the team 
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and dynamic nature of the project sometimes re- 
suited in various portions of  code being duplica- 
ted in the system. This resulted in two versions 
of software in existence. The interfaces between 
the mission planner and the other subsystems 
could only be defined once the functionality of  
the other  pieces was known. The concept  of dis- 
tributed intelligence is good, but the interfaces 
between the layers must be accurately identified 
and defined. 

Due to difficulties in integration of the com- 
ponents,  the system monitoring portion of mis- 
sion planning was not present at the time of the 
competition. The mission planning subsystem as- 
sumed that requested actions were acted upon 
appropriately. Other ideas for improving the mis- 
sion planning subsystem involve validating the 
data read from the down-link. Rather than throw- 
ing away entire data packets if one part was 
missing, perhaps some of the data could be re- 
covered.  

6.5. Vehicle Positioning Subsystem 

6.5.l. Functional Description. The vehicle po- 
sitioning subsystem was responsible for deter- 
mining the X,Y location of  the helicopter within 
the competi t ion arena. This position was used by 
the outer  loop controller for navigation. Sensors 
capable of  reasonable accuracy at the low ground 
speeds traveled by the vehicle proved unavaila- 
ble. Therefore,  it was decided that a vision based 
triangulation system, using cues placed around 
the arena, would provide the necessary accuracy 
with the least monetary  investment. 

The visual triangulation system calculated the 
vehicle's position using lights mounted in known 
locations around the arena as landmarks. The ap- 
parent location of each light was determined us- 
ing a vision system. The location of the helicop- 
ter was then determined by calculating the 
intersection point of lines drawn from each land- 
mark to the image center. This was the vision- 
based equivalent of  how aircraft pilots locate 
their position using radio transmitters as land- 
marks [10]. 

The deployed system did image processing on- 
board the helicopter to locate the lights in the im- 
age. These locations were then transmitted to the 
ground computer  where the triangulation algo- 

rithm determined the vehicle's position. This 
process executed 10 times per second with a pre- 
dicted positional accuracy of better  than _+6 
inches. 

6.5.2. Technical Description. The Integrated Vi- 
sion System (IVS) and associated optics were 
carried on-board the helicopter. The IVS con- 
sisted of a camera lens and Charge-Coupled De- 
tector  (CCD) attached directly to a single board 
Motorola 68000 based microcomputer.  This ar- 
rangement allowed rapid image acquisition and 
digitization, typically on the order of 100 micro- 
seconds per frame. This integration reduced 
weight, volume and power requirements. Image 
processing was performed on-board, requiring 
only information describing the bright spots in 
the image to be transmitted to the ground. This 
greatly reduced the bandwidth requirements 
placed on the data link. 

Externally mounted lights, used for naviga- 
tion, were placed along the longitudinal and 
transverse axes of the source and deposit bins in 

INPUT:  image [maxrow] [maxcolumn] 
O U T P U T :  list of blobs 

B Y T E  queue[num..samples] 
W O R D  queue..sum 
B Y T E  queue..mean 

BEGIN 
/* preload the queue from the diagonal*/ 
F O R  i = 1 T O  num..samtges DO 

queue[i] = image[i][z] 
queue_sum = queue_sum + queue[~] 

ENDDO 

/* now scan the image for blobs * /  
FOR row = 1 T O  num_rows DO 

F O R  column = 1 TO num_columns DO 
IF (image[row][columu] > (factor * queue_mean) THEN 

/* pixel is within a blob * /  
grow.,blob( row, column) 

ENDIF 
/* note: pixels are set to 0 when grow_blob uses them */  
IF (image[row][column] > 0) THEN 

/* remove the oldest pixel from the queue */  
old_pixcl = dequcue(qucuc) 
/*  put the new one in */ 
cnq . . . .  (q . . . . .  imagc[row][column]) 
/*  subtract the old value from sum */  
queue.sum = queue_sum -- old_pixcl 
/*  add the new one in * /  
q . . . . . . . .  queu . . . . .  + image[row][column] 
/*compute the new mean */  
queue_mean = qucue..sum/num_samplcs 

ENDIF 
ENDDO 

ENDDO 
END 

F i g .  11. A d a p t i v e  t h r e s h o l d i n g  a l g o r i t h m  
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the compet i t ion arena shown in Figure 1. To en- 
sure that these six lights would be brighter  than 
the ambient  light, 500 wat t  incandescent  light 
bulbs were used. The camera  then used very 
short exposure  times, a very small F-Stop and 
two polarizing filters turned out of  phase to at- 
tenuate the image sufficiently to remove  streak- 
ing and blooming. The lights were placed such 
that when the vehicle was hovering over  a bin 
there would be three lights visible at right angles. 
This provides the most  accurate  positioning in- 
format ion when it was most  needed.  

To cope with the varying brightness of  near  
and far lights as well as background intensity 
changes,  an adaptive thresholding method was 
used, whose pseudocode  is presented in Figure 
11. The adaptive threshold was calculated based 
on the mean value of the intensities of  the last 
num_samples pixels. The intensities of  the 
last num_samples pixels were remembered  in a 
queue.  The sum and the mean value of the 
queued intensities were also saved. When each 
new pixel was sampled,  it displaced a value f rom 
the queue. This displaced value was subtracted 
f rom queue sum and the new value was added 
on and enqueued.  The new queue_mean value 
was then computed.  The grow_blob subroutine,  
not shown, started with an initial pixel and 
grouped surrounding pixels that exceeded a 
threshold intensity. It then calculated and re- 

t u rned  the center  of  intensity for the blob of light 
as well as region statistics that were used for ex- 
posure adjustment.  

The camera  lens was focused onto a mirrored 
right circular cone which provided a 360 ° hori- 
zontal field of  view. The conic shown in Figures 
12 and 13 were manufactured out of  brass stock, 
polished until smooth and silver plated to create 
a mirror. The cone was mounted using a threaded 
hole in the base. A smaller hole drilled com- 
pletely through the center  of  the cone allowed an 
L E D  to be mounted such that it was visible 
through the top of the cone and in the image. 

During initialization of the vision system, the 
L E D  in the conic was energized. The location of 
this light in the image marked  the center  of  the 
cone and was used as the optical center  by the 
triangulation algorithm, Figure 14, when it con- 
ver ted image locations into polar coordinates.  
This method facilitated finding the center  of  the 
cone automatical ly and gave some resiliency to 
rough handling. The X,Y location of the vehicle 
in the starting position was input into the sys tem 
to complete  the boots t rapping process.  

The vehicle positioning sys tem operated in a 
feed-forward mode  during flight. The last posi- 
tion of the vehicle was used to predict  where the 
vehicle currently was located. This prediction 
was used by the triangulation algorithm when it 
matched blobs to lights. With the sys tem cycling 

Fig. 12. Vehicle positioning camera conic device 
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Mirrored Conic 
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42.0 deg Side Slope 
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Fig. 13. Vehicle positioning camera conic assembly. 

plored but found to cost  much more than this 
project could afford. 

For  the 1992 competi t ion,  the team is evalu- 
ating designing a cus tom radio locating sys tem 
that uses commercia l  hobby transmitters  and re- 
ceivers to reduce development  costs to accept-  
able levels. A differential Global Positioning Sys- 
tem (GPS) is also being evaluated. This system 
would utilize a ground-based receiver  and telem- 
etry unit to reduce spatial error  sufficient for use 
during the competi t ion.  A vision-based sys tem 
using laser beams for landmarks instead of light 
bulbs also shows promise.  

10 times per second,  the vehicle only moved  a 
few inches between images at cruising speed. 

6.5.3. Design Decisions. Several other  methods 
for determining vehicle position were explored. 
A vision-based sys tem that used cameras  on the 
ground to track the helicopter was proposed.  
However ,  it was decided that the 3 minutes al- 
lowed to set up equipment  would not allow suf- 
ficient t ime to position and calibrate the cameras .  
A commercia l  radio locating sys tem was ex- 

INPUT: blob locations in image coordinates 
OUTPUT: vehicle X,Y position 

BEGIN 
FOR each blob DO 

Create a unit vector from the center of the image to the blob 
Rotate the vector to compensate for vehicle yaw 

ENDDO 

FOR each light being tracked DO 
Match light to Mob closest to the location in the last image 

ENDDO 

FOR each remaining light DO 
Match light to blob closest to the predicted location 

ENDDO 

FOR each pair of lights DO 
/* Don't intersect lines that are nearly parallel */ 
IF (30 < angle of intersection _< 150) THEN 

/* Lines are along unit vectors */ 
/* describing the blob location */ 
calculate inter see tion (line 1 ,line2) 

ENDIF 
ENDDO 

Calculate mean of intersection points 
Discard points farther than 12 inches from the point nearest the mean value 
Recompute mean with remaining points 

Return mean as vehicle X,Y position 
END 

Fig. 14. T r i a n g u l a t i o n  a l g o r i t h m  

6.5.4. Assessment. The camera  was originally 
designed to be mounted under the keel plate of  
the helicopter. While constructing the solid 
model of  the vehicle and placing components ,  it 
was determined that a less obstructed field of  
view would be achieved by mounting the camera  
on top of the helicopter, just  forward of the rotor 
mast.  This required turning the conic assembly  
upside down since the CCD had to be within 6 
inches of  the IVS board. This reorientation re- 
sulted in significant concerns  about  the posi- 
tional accuracy.  With the camera  right side up 
and the vehicle on the ground, the lights were re- 
flected near  the apex of the cone. The accuracy  
in this position was limited by manufactur ing 
precision and camera  resolution since the lights 
were very close together  in the image. As the ve- 
hicle achieved flight altitude, the lights moved  to- 
ward the base of  the cone, which afforded the 
greatest  accuracy  while the vehicle was per form-  
ing the mission. In the inverted state as de- 
ployed,  the lights were at the base of  the cone 
when the vehicle was on the ground and moved  
towards the point as it climbed. This problem 
was a major  concern.  A possible solution was to 
use two sets of  lights at different heights. The ve- 
hicle would use the low lights when on the 
ground and switch to high lights during operat ion 
to alleviate some of the accuracy  problems.  This 
option was never  fully developed due to insuffi- 
cient design and implementat ion time. 

By matching the angle of  the conic to the cam- 
era lens, the vertical field of  view was expected  
to be _+7 ° from the horizontal axis with 15 ° pin- 
hole optics. Unfortunately,  the assembled cam- 
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era optics did not meet  expecta t ions  and the de- 
livered vertical field of  view was closer  to + 5 ° to 
- 10 °. This lack of  vertical field of  view and re- 
sulting sensitivity to roll and pitch remained an 
unresolved issue. 

The positioning sys tem in static testing dem- 
onstrated accuracies  bet ter  than the design goal 
of  _+ 6 inches. The sys tem was not tested on the 
vehicle due to delays in sys tem integration. 

6.6. Disk Locating Subsystem 

6.6.1. Functional Description. The disk locating 
subsys tem was responsible for determining the 
location of  disks in the source bin. An IVS iden- 
tical to that used by the vehicle positioning sub- 
sys tem was deployed to look down into the bin 
and locate the disks. A camera  flash illuminated 
the scene and reduced the effects of  ambient  light 
changes.  To compensa te  for a long strobe re- 
charge time, the sys tem used knowledge of the 
position of the vehicle to only take pictures when 
the disks should have been visible. 

The on-board sys tem determined the centers  
of  the disks that were discernible in the image 
and t ransmit ted that information to the ground. 
The ground sys tem then used the vehicle 's  alti- 
tude, heading and position to translate the image 
coordinates to world coordinates.  These  disk lo- 
cations were then combined  with the beliefs of  
where the disks were located in the bin to im- 
prove the sys tem's  knowledge and accuracy.  The 
disk location with the highest certainty associ-  
ated with it was then selected as the next target  
for retrieval.  This method reduced the effects of  
t ransient  reflections that were erroneously  
marked  as disks. 

6.6.2. Technical Description. The camera  optics 
gave a _+ 30 ° field of  view. This resulted in an im- 
age of  a 5 foot by 5 foot area of  the ground when 
taken f rom the 5 foot  cruising altitude. This was 
not large enough to include the complete  6 foot 
d iameter  bin, but a lens with a wider field of  view 
was too thick to use with the camera.  

An orange filter was used to highlight the or- 
ange painted disks in the image. A polarizing fil- 
ter was used to a t tenuate  glare and reflections 
f rom both the sun and camera  strobe. The strobe 

exposure  used very short integration times, re- 
suiting in steady images taken f rom the vibrating 
helicopter. 

There was a matching problem involved with 
the ground-based system. It received disk loca- 
tions f rom the helicopter in an egocentric f rame 
of reference.  A ground-based landmark was not 
present  in the images that could be used to re- 
duce the ambiguity, so the vehicle 's  altitude, yaw 
and position were used to conver t  the disk loca- 
tions to a world coordinate f rame of reference.  
Therefore ,  the disk locations could be deter- 
mined no bet ter  than the accuracy  of the vehicle 
positioning system. The sys tem kept track of  
disk locations and a t tempted  to match new re- 
ports  with disks previously reported.  The num- 
ber  of  t imes that a disk location was matched was 
te rmed the Hit count. Each match was used to 
reduce the spatial uncer ta inty of  the disk loca- 
tions by averaging the new reading with past 
readings. Six slots were allocated to hold the disk 
locations. I f  the new disk location could not be 
matched to an existing location, the new disk lo- 
cation was inserted into a slot. I f  all the slots 
were in use, the slot with the lowest  Hit count 
was replaced. When a target was required for re- 
trieval, the disk with the highest Hit count was 
selected. The algorithm used is shown in Figure 
15, in pseudocode.  

6.6.3. Design Decisions. It  was necessary  to use 
a strobe with the vision sys tem to allow reduced 
exposure  times and thereby reduce image blur- 

FOR each disk location received DO 

Correct disk location using vehicle yaw 

Convert pixel coordinates to world coordinates 

FOR each disk we are tracking DD 

IF this disk is within 6" of tracked disk THEN 

Average this location with tracked location 

Increase tracked disks HIT count 

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

IF did not match a received disk location THEN 

IF disks being tracked < 6 THEN 

Add disk location to list 

ELSE 

Replace disk with least number of HITs 

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

Fig. 15. Disk matching pseudo-code 
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ring. The choice of  strobe was driven by the need 
for interfacing it to the IVS. Conventional 35mm 
camera flash units were decided on because of  
their light weight, self-contained construction 
and ease of interface to the camera. A unit with 
a variable power setting was chosen to allow op- 
timization of  the power to recharge time tradeoff. 

6.6.4. Assessment. When the system was tested 
in direct sunlight over the competition bins, spec- 
ula reflections from the sun were stronger than 
the flash illuminated disks. This necessitated in- 
creasing the power setting on the flash, as well 
as adding the polarizer and reducing the camera 
F-Stop to attenuate the light back to usable lev- 
els. This overcame the reflection problem but 
added the encumbrance of a 7 second strobe re- 
charge time. This problem was surmounted by 
utilizing knowledge of  the vehicle's position. The 
camera only took one picture per trip, each time 
immediately after the vehicle arrived over the 
source bin. This allowed sufficient time for the 
strobe to recharge between images, but made no 
allowance for unusable images. 

6.7. Disk Retrieval System 

Mission requirements specified that six disks 
would be located in a bin on one side of the com- 
petition arena. The vehicle needed a way to cap- 
ture the disks one at a time and move them to the 
depository bin. Several mechanisms were inves- 
tigated by the team and the paragraphs below de- 
scribe these activities. 

6.7.1. Functional Description. The essential ele- 
ments of the retrieval device were predicated on 
several mission determined objectives. 

First, the device had to retrieve only one disk 
at a time. Therefore, if two disks were in close 
proximity, the device needed to determine which 
to acquire. The skills involved in acquiring a disk 
could be any one, or combination of: magnetic, 
suction, grasping via holes in the disk, or grasp- 
ing via a fork lift type maneuver between the top 
and bot tom portions of  the disk (see Figure 16). 
The ability to acquire the disk involved a certain 
level of  intelligence in order to detect the disk's 
presence, to possibly touch or come in contact 

SIDE VIEW 

Fig. 16. Target disk geometry 

with the disk, and to acquire a selected disk, pos- 
sibly choosing from more than one. 

The chosen method, secondly, needed to be 
able to perform the first objective within the ge- 
ometries presented by the vehicle's positioning 
subsystem and stability characteristics. Studies 
with the vehicle positioning system and flight 
controls, determined a spatial tolerance of  plus 
or minus six inches on the surface of the court, 
combined with a vertical tolerance of plus or mi- 
nus three inches were to be expected. Therefore, 
the device needed to be able to sense and acquire 
disks, subject to some movement  and unknown 
spatial positioning of the helicopter. 

Third, when positioned over a disk, the re- 
trieval device needed to be able to pick the disk 
up within time tolerances dictated by flight tra- 
jec tory  limitations. The intentions of the mission 
were to acquire all six disks within the three min- 
ute flight time. This translated into a time re- 
quirement for each retrieval operation of  approx- 
imately • ten seconds or less. 

Therefore, the retriever needed to possess in- 
telligence sufficient to differentiate between ma- 
terials in contact with the retriever's surface and 
to select the disk, given a choice, resulting in the 
highest probability of retriever success. 

6.7.2. Technical Description. The retriever de- 
veloped for the AUVS mission was an electro- 
magnetic array that would be dropped onto the 
competition surface. Once in the lowered posi- 
tion, appropriate magnets on the array were en- 
ergized to acquire a disk. The array and attached 
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disk were retracted back up to the vehicle and 
flown over  the deposit  bin, where the electro- 
magnets  would be turned off to drop the disk. A 
Motorola  MC68HC811 microcontrol ler  operated 
the retrieval subsys tem.  Three main components  
comprised  the retr iever device: a retraction sys- 
tem, a magnet  array, and a connect ion mecha-  
nism for the assembly  to the aerial vehicle (see 
Figure 17 and 18). 

6.7.2.1. RETRACTION SYSTEM. The retraction sys- 
tem consisted of a cable and reel type mecha-  
nism. When the vehicle was posit ioned over  a 
disk, a signal initiated by the mission planning 
subsys tem was sent via the up-link to deploy the 
retriever. An electromagnet ic  brake  on the reel 
was released and a gearmotor  lowered the mag- 
netic array to the ground. Due to friction in the 
system,  free fall caused by the weight of  the as- 
sembly was not sufficiently fast  enough for 
reaching the ground in the required time. Deploy- 
ment  speeds of  three feet per  second could be 
obtained using the motor.  When the array sensed 
and grasped a disk, the retr iever was act ivated to 
retract the mechanism.  The ar ray ' s  descent  was 
monitored by an optical shaft encoder.  This in- 
format ion provided the retr iever with knowledge 
of how far the magnetic  array was extended be- 
low the vehicle, and subsequent ly  allowed the re- 

U-Joint Mounting Bracket 

Electromagnet" 

Fig. 18. Disk retrieval s y s t e m  schemat i c  

tr iever to know how far the array must  be re- 
tracted. Retract ion speeds of  two feet per second 
were obtained. When the array reached the fully 
retracted position, the motor  was de-energized 
and the brake act ivated to hold the assembly  in 
the retracted position. A cable sys tem between 
the magnetic  array and vehicle allowed flexibility 
and tolerance in the vertical and horizontal  direc- 
tions. 

6.7.2.2. MAGNET ARRAY. Loca ted  on the ground 
side of  the retraction sys tem was an array of 
electromagnets .  Due to the spatial positioning 

Fig. 17. Disk retrieval s y s t e m  
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tolerance of _+6 inches, multiple electromag- 
nets were at tached to a one foot d iameter  piece 
of  plexiglass. Positioning twelve electromagnets  
within the one foot d iameter  circle allowed any 
disk location to be in contact  with at least one 
magnet  of  the array. Testing with disks in various 
locations under the circle provided electrical in- 
ductance values which could be detected and 
measured across each magnet,  even when mag- 
nets were only partially on a disk. 

A Motorola  MC68HC8!  I microcontrol ler  con- 
trolled the selection process.  When the magnet  
array reached the ground, a signal f rom the re- 
trieval subsys tem initiated a search for disks. 
Each of  the magnets  was individually energized 
to measure  the presence  or absence of  a disk, cal- 
culated f rom the inductance value measured 
across each magnet .  Any measurement  above  
the predetermined zero value (no disk) assigned 
a probabil i ty of  disk presence.  After all magnets  
had been tested,  the best  region (high probabil- 
ity) for disk retrieval was activated. This activa- 
tion region may  have been one magnet ,  if a disk 
was directly under  a magnet ,  or more than one 
when a disk was located between discrete mag- 
net positions. Having successfully act ivated 
magnet(s) to acquire a disk, the serial communi-  
cation link between the microprocessor  on the 
array and the microprocessor  in the retrieval sub- 
sys tem caused the array to be retracted.  I f  a disk 
was not found with this method,  the vehicle 
could be reposi t ioned by mission planning and a 
new search initiated. 

6.7.2.3. CONNECTION MEChANiSM. The entire re- 
trieval mechanism was at tached to the aerial ve- 
hicle using a U-joint assembly.  The "dropping"  
and retrieving of the magnet  array was deter- 
mined to be critical to the flight stability of  the 
aerial vehicle. The amount  of  movemen t  (both 
translational and vertical) had to be isolated as 
much as possible from the vehicle. Therefore,  a 
U-joint assembly  connecting the retrieval mech- 
anism to the vehicle was developed.  This re- 
sulted in a single point load on the vehicle. The 
location of this connect ion was chosen to be the 
vehicle 's  center  of  mass  in order to reduce any 
moments  imparted to the vehicle and initiated by 
the retrieval mechanism.  With the U-joint allow- 
ing pivot in two directions, the array when de- 

ployed,  could remain stat ionary while the vehicle 
hovered within some spatial tolerance. 

6.7.3. Design Decisions. The retrieval portion 
of the mission was separated f rom other design 
activities in order to study a variety of  disk ac- 
quisition methods.  Tactile ar rangements  were in- 
vestigated for " scoop ing"  or for grasping the 
disks, in addition to the method described above.  
A study using permanent  magnets ,  as opposed to 
electromagnets ,  was also investigated. Various 
methods for attaching the retr iever to the vehicle 
were studied; including a telescoping arm. At one 
point, a small au tonomous  ground vehicle was 
considered for deployment  into the source bin to 
acquire disks. This vehicle would be tethered to 
the aerial vehicle and, after capturing a disk, 
could be retracted much like the magnetic array. 

In all scenarios,  issues of  weight, power  re- 
quirement,  and total t ime for acquisition were 
compared.  Des ign  complexit ies were identified 
with the method of  choice seeming to be use of  
the e lect romagnet  array. The team continues to 
identify and refine these, and other, methods for 
acquiring the disks. 

6.7.4. Assessment. Reviewing the selected re- 
tr iever mechanism still raises several unsolved 
issues. The current  mechanism (or any other 
mechanism) has been designed for the one foot 
d iameter  spatial tolerance.  I f  the value could be 
reduced, other retrieval methods might be incor- 
porated.  Obviously,  if the one foot tolerance is 
not sufficient, the potential  exists for deploying 
the retr iever and not finding a disk. Secondly, the 
a r ray ' s  deployment  location is dependent  on the 
ability to accurately locate disks from the aerial 
vehicle. These  two issues significantly impact  re- 
tr iever design. 

Evaluating the existing retr iever also identifies 
several problem areas. At irregular intervals,  the 
flexible cabling sys tems becomes  tangled, result- 
ing in the a r ray ' s  inability to deploy and/or re- 
tract. This problem is very similar to knotting of 
fishing line around a spinner. I f  too much line is 
unreeled prior to braking the spinner when the 
array contacts  the ground, too much slack can 
exist. The "swinging" of  the array while being 
retracted,  in addition, must  be fully understood 
in te rms of its relation to vehicle dynamics.  Time 
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critical issues of  making stability correct ions to 
the vehicle while retracting the retr iever require 
additional study. 

6.8. Communicat ions 

Early in the design process ,  the team decided to 
place some of  the comput ing resources  on the 
ground. This decision provided less weight on 
the vehicle in te rms of  batteries to drive com- 
puter  components  and provided for a ground sta- 
tion to moni tor  vehicle activities. However ,  this 
also dictated that a communica t ion  link be estab- 
lished which could reliably move  data between 
the vehicle and the ground at a suitable speed. 
Therefore ,  the communica t ions  sys tem became a 
critical componen t  of  the vehicle sys tem design. 

6.8.1. Overview. The communica t ion  subsys tem 
involved several  subparts:  an on-board "pos t  of- 
r ice" ,  a down-link, a ground station, and an up- 
link. These  four components  provided a one-way 
communica t ion  path f rom the vehicle to the 
ground and back to the vehicle. Communica t ions  
connected the aircraft with the ground, connect-  
ing the sensors and actuators  to the planners and 
evaluators .  

The sys tem could best  be visualized as a one- 
way path (see Figure 5). The "pos t  off ice" col- 
lected information on the vehicle and packaged 
that data  into one cohesive bundle for transmis- 
sion to the ground via the down-link. The down- 
link provided a one-way corr idor  for information 
transfer  to the ground. Once on the ground, the 
information was interpreted and evaluated before 
planning the next  set of  vehicle actions. These 
actions were encoded and sent via the up-link to 
provide ac tuator  control on the vehicle. 

Compet i t ion rules specified that a "kil l"  
switch had to be present  so that a safety pilot 
could overr ide the au tonomous  actions of  the ve- 
hicle. The issue presented then, was one of how 
to provide a communica t ion  sys tem with the re- 
liability and capaci ty  to handle the information 
exchange [11]. The following paragraphs de- 
scribe three of  the major  port ions of  the com- 
municat ion sys tem,  the "pos t  off ice" ,  the down- 
link, and the up-link. Informat ion about  the 
ground station has been provided in the Mission 
Planning port ion of the paper  (section 6.4). 

6.8.2. Post  Office. 
6.8.2.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. The post  office 
collected various kinds of  information on-board 
the aerial vehicle for t ransmission to the ground. 
During the design, the team realized that with 
different components  on the vehicle, each would 
want to send information to the ground. The 
team also determined that having multiple trans- 
mitters,  or multiple channels on a single trans- 
mit ter  would be expensive in te rms of  weight and 
power  consumption.  Therefore,  a sys tem which 
collected information f rom the components  on 
the vehicle and packaged them into one piece of 
data for t ransmission would be necessary.  This 
sys tem of collection and distribution was dubbed 
the "pos t  office".  

The current  vehicle configuration supported 
four suppliers of  information to the ground. 
These  were the aerial vehicle sensor suite, the 
vehicle positioning system, the disk locating sys- 
tem, and the disk retrieval system. Each of these 
sys tems produced te lemetry  data which the post  
office collected and passed to the down-link. 

6.8.2.2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION. Each of  the four 
on-board sys tems which sent data had their own 
microprocessor .  These sys tems transmit ted data 
to the post  office via serial communicat ion.  The 
post  office which received the data was designed 
around a Motorola  MC68HC811 controlling an 
octal Universal  Asynchronous  Receiver/Trans-  
mitter  (UART) as shown in Figure 19. Software 
was developed to read each of the input compo-  
nent data ports  and store the data into m e m o r y  
in a specified format.  Each of  the input ports  on 
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Fig. 19. Communications post office schematic layout 
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the UART had sufficient m e m o r y  to store its own 
data until an interrupt  directed the HC11 to read 
the data. After  reading each of the four incoming 
data sources,  the post  office m e m o r y  was trans- 
mitted through an output  port  connected to the 
down-link. The post  office software was devel- 
oped to read and send complete  data packets  
down the down-link at the sys tem desired rate of  
10 Hz.  

6.8.2.3. DESIGN DECISIONS. Beyond the initial de- 
sign decision requiring a device to collect the 
data on the vehicle, several  other design param- 
eters influenced the post  office. The current  de- 
sign assumed that all input data f rom the four on- 
board vehicle components  were correct .  No data 
checking was per formed at this level. Secondly, 
the post  office assumed that the data read was 
most  recent.  There  were no temporal  ties be- 
tween the four input channels other than the se- 
quence of  reading the ports.  The underlying as- 
sumption with this method was one which said 
that any related change between the four input 
channels would occur  at t ime intervals greater  
than one-tenth of  a second. The method for read- 
ing the data also assumed that the four input de- 
vices were equally important  and no priority was 
given to any part icular  input channel. 

Following from these design assumptions ,  the 
device which resulted had to be small and of light 
weight. It had to be able to gather information 
from four different sources,  package the infor- 
mation (approximately 100 bytes  when assem- 
bled) and send it out another  port  within the 10 
Hz design specification. The power  to drive this 
componen t  had to be minimal to reduce bat tery  
weight and the sys tem should be programmable  
to accommoda te  changes in both the number  of  
input ports and the amount  of  data coming from 
any one input port .  

6.8.2.4. ASSESSMENT. The configured device suc- 
cessfully meets  all of  the design parameters .  If  
funding would have allowed, a more robust  prod- 
uct could have been purchased rather than stu- 
dent built. This would have made the process  of  
code development  on a personal  compute r  and 
then transfer  of  code to the post  office micropro-  
cessor  easier. 

6.8.3. Down-link. 
6.8.3.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. The down-link 
received the data package from the post  office 
and t ransmit ted the information to the ground. 
Associa ted with each packet  of  data (the group- 
ing of  information obtained by one collection 
sweep of the post  office) was error  checking in- 
formation.  Header  bytes  were added so as to 
help decode the transmission.  Following the 
header  bytes were four groups of data, the aerial 
vehicle sensor data set, the vehicle position data 
set, the disk location data set, and the retrieval 
mechanism data set. By defining the total length 
of the data package as a constant ,  the ground sta- 
tion could decode the transmission data package 
appropriately.  The header  bytes  help realign the 
software in case of  t ransmission errors. Figure 20 
shows the data sent by each of the four on-board 
componen t  systems.  

System Component D a t a  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
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Light 1 - Y Pixel 
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2 signed bytes 
2 signed bytes  
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2 unsigned bytes  
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2 unsigned bytes 
2 unsigned bytes 
2 unsigned bytes 
2 unsigned bytes  
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Fig. 20. D o w n q i n k  d a t a  p a c k e t  
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6.8.3.2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION. The down-link 
transmission device was a 1 watt video and audio 
transmitter  operating at a f requency of  460 MHz.  
The digital data was sent as an analog approxi- 
mation via the video channel. A frequency of  460 
MHz provided sufficient bandwidth for reliable 
approximation of  the digital signal. The output 
voltage of the post office signal was reduced to a 
value of 1.4 volts peak-to-peak, normally ac- 
cepted by the transmitter, as compared to the 
nearly 24 volts peak-to-peak of  standard RS232 
communicat ions,  using a standard diode clamp- 
ing circuit [12]. 

The signal was detected by the ground station 
receiver using a zero crossing circuit detector.  As 
the signal crossed the zero reference voltage, the 
output of a compara tor  changed and the signal 
was boosted to RS232 levels for transmission to 
the ground Computer via a serial data communi- 
cations port.  The ground computer  then unpack- 
aged the data for processing as explained within 
mission planning. 

As part of  the assembly and unpackaging of  
information sent via the down-link, software was 
required to represent  all information as byte 
components .  Some of the data sources send l 
byte signed data or 1 byte unsigned data versus 
other sources sending 2 byte signed and unsigned 
data. Therefore,  software was necessary to split 
2 byte data into representative 1 byte blocks. At 
the ground station, the data was reassembled 
knowing what format  was expected.  Those op- 
erations were necessary to allow a general inter- 
rupt function to write byte data from the serial 
port to memory  at the ground station computer  
without losing any information (i.e., inappro- 
priate timing of an interrupt fetching data at the 
port  and writing to memory) .  This problem was 
associated with the one way communicat ion 
path, therefore no flow control,  such as XON/ 
XOFF, could be utilized. 

6.8.3.3. DESICN DECISIONS. During the design 
phase of  the project,  the team studied the com- 
munication throughput required to pass data 
packets containing approximately 100 bytes of  
information at the specified timing of  10 Hz. 
From these studies, the team concluded that the 
amount  of  data had to be transmitted faster than 

9600 baud to allow the ground-based computer  to 
do other  processing besides reading the serial 
port. However ,  most "wireless"  modems oper- 
ate at transmission speeds of  9600 baud or less. 
Therefore,  the solution presented above was de- 
veloped. This communication system operated 
effectively at 19200 baud and could be extended 
to 38400 baud. The speed of  the down-link gave 
the design added flexibility in the size of the data 
packet  sent to the ground. 

Other design considerations concerning the 
down-link, involved the bat tery power required 
to drive the transmitter  resulting in miniature re- 
chargeable nickel-cadmium (NiCad) batteries 
being used. The output from the batteries was 
passed through a voltage regulator. The overall 
communicat ion system weight was thus reduced 
using these batteries coupled with the small size 
of the transmitter. The f requency of transmission 
was another  design decision. The frequency had 
to be sufficiently high to allow reliable recogni- 
tion of the digital data over  the analog signal. 

6.8.3.4. ASSESSMENT. The selection of the 460 
MHz frequency was one of the poorer  choices in 
the system. This f requency is heavily utilized for 
many other  communication services (e.g., taxi 
cab dispatch and other 2-way radio communica- 
tions). The system worked well and provided the 
adequate throughput,  but was prone to being un- 
reliable due to other signals stronger than the 
transmitter  on the aerial vehicle. This problem is 
the suspected reason for interference associated 
with the communications system around the 
arena during the competition. The same compo- 
nents can be utilized with a bet ter  f requency se- 
lection and possibly a stronger signal. However ,  
each of the options requires additional power re- 
sources for the transmitter  which adds weight to 
the vehicle. 

6.8.4. Up-link. 
6.8.4.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION. Once the ground 
station had interpreted the information from the 
down-link, a planning and evaluation phase was 
undertaken to determine what action the vehicle 
should perform next. The actions involved com- 
mands such as those to increase the engine 
speed, lower the retrieval mechanism, etc. These 
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commands  maneuvered  the vehicle and operated 
the retrieval functions.  

When a human pilot flew the vehicle, a radio 
control t ransmit ter  was used. This t ransmit ter  
had two joy  sticks and several other  digital and 
proport ional  channels for causing actuator  move-  
ment  on the vehicle. The up-link subsys tem pro- 
vided a mechanism to mimic the human com- 
mands.  Each of  the commands  on the radio 
control t ransmit ter  was sent via an analog signal 
to a receiver  on the vehicle. If  an actuator  was to 
move a certain direction, a human pilot moved  a 
joy  stick some corresponding direction. The up- 
link subsys tem allowed the compute r  to " m o v e "  
the same joy  stick an appropriate  amount ,  thus 
sending the same command  to the vehicle. 
Therefore ,  the actions a human opera tor  pro- 
vided to the radio control t ransmit ter  were sim- 
ulated by computer ,  but in some cases,  the stick 
function was altered from that traditionally used 
by radio controlled pilots. 

6.8.4.2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION. The radio con- 
trol transmitt ing unit used by human pilots to 
control the hel icopter  was retained in the design. 
However ,  a " b y p a s s "  switch was utilized so that 
the signals produced by the compute r  were 
spliced into the transmitter.  The compute r  sig- 
nals were the same signals as those produced by 
a human opera tor  for controlling the vehicle. In 
this manner ,  whenever  the " b y p a s s "  switch was 
closed, the compute r  was operating the helicop- 
ter. I f  a human opera tor  sensed trouble with the 
vehicle, the " b y p a s s "  switch was opened and the 
human pilot regained control. 

The up-link involved creating software inside 
the ground compute r  which produced a range of 
digital data values for each of the t ransmit ter  
channels.  A midrange value represented the 
"neut ra l"  position of the t ransmit ter  joy-s t ick 
movement .  When the compute r  software deter- 
mined that an actuator  should be moved  in a 
particular direction, the digital data value was 
adjusted accordingly. The digital values were 
processed through an analog output  (D/A) board 
for proper  conformance  with the signals and volt- 
ages in the radio control transmitter.  

6.8.4.3. DESIGN DECISIONS. The design scenario 
for the up-link provided two key requirements  for 

the vehicle. One, the human overr ide or "kill" 
switch required by the competi t ion specifications 
was provided. Even more importantly,  however,  
the vehicle could be flown by a human with 
all of  the subsys tems in place for testing and 
verification. A recording of  human opera tor  
commands  could also be captured and then 
used to develop the software in the ground sta- 
tion. 

Significant amounts  of  data analysis were per- 
formed to measure  the full spect rum of signals 
and accompanying  voltages produced by the 
t ransmit ter  which the D/A board had to simulate. 
These signals were tuned on the compute r  board 
to match as best  as possible the same control sur- 
face motions on the vehicle with the human pilot 
and the computer  driven software. 

6.8.4.4. ASSESSMENT. In the course of  the project,  
the up-link D/A board was manufactured by our 
student team to save on costs.  However ,  a more 
standardized D/A board would have been more 
reliable. One of the problems realized with the 
board was due to tempera ture  variat ion and its 
influence on accurately  matching the signal volt- 
ages. 

6.9. Power Distribution 

The sys tems both on the vehicle and on the 
ground required electricity to operate.  The 
ground computer  operated from a traditional 110 
volt AC outlet. The on-board systems were all 
powered by batteries.  Differing bat tery  types 
were explored and the low cost of  traditional 
NiCad rechargeable batteries was found to out- 
weigh the weight penalty they imposed.  Standard 
radio control ba t tery  packs  were used in the ve- 
hicle where possible. 

The vehicle did not have a homogeneous  
power  distribution sys tem since many  subsys- 
tems were developed separately and provided 
their own power  system. A central power  regu- 
lator provided clean power  for the down-link 
transmitter ,  but most  sys tems were jus t  con- 
nected directly to bat tery  packs.  There  were over  
a half dozen different ba t te ry  packs  on the vehi- 
cle, each requiring recharging before the sys tem 
could fly. A central  umbilical cord that could be 
plugged into a wall socket  was needed to allow 
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extended bench testing and evaluation during the 
integration phase.  

A second problem was the duration of the bat- 
tery power  supply. The IVS boards consumed a 
large amount  of  energy. The ba t te ry  packs  al- 
lowed less than four minutes of  operat ion before 
the cameras  failed. This was not long enough for 
the three minute flight and potential  six minutes 
of  setup time. The use of  a generator  instead of 
batteries is being evaluated.  It probably  will 
weigh more  than the batteries it replaces,  but op- 
erational costs should be less and mission dura- 
tion would not be limited by ba t te ry  life. This 
central  power  source would also provide a con- 
venient  connect ion for an umbilical cord. 

7. Integration Issues 

Having discussed each of the components ,  atten- 
tion again is focused on the sys tem and inte- 
gration efforts.  Unfortunately,  this is the area 
which, in large part ,  prevented the Georgia  Tech 
team entry  f rom performing on the compet i t ion 
day. All of  the components  were tested,  and for 
the most  part ,  were working, but integration was 
not complete .  The following paragraphs  describe 
some cursory  issues concerning the componen t  
integration in this project.  

Perhaps,  some of  the more important  integra- 
tion issues were based on the group organization 
and composit ion.  Team part icipants were orga- 
nized by discipline and located in many  different 
labs across campus.  The group structure was one 
which focused on subsys tem per formance ,  not 
on mission per formance ,  resulting in inadequate 
at tention to integration. Additionally, whenever  
a t tempting to integrate two components ,  some- 
one had to deal with different lab locations, un- 
familiarity with the tools available, and usually 
no authori ty in the integration location to obtain 
tools. I f  one commo n  area had been available for 
the team,  integration would have been easier and 
quicker. 

• A second major  factor  influencing the integra- 
tion, as well as the design, was the amount  of  
t ime to research and develop the prototype.  
From the beginning of  the academic  year  (late 
Sep tember  for Georgia  Tech) to the compet i t ion 
date was approximate ly  ten months.  To assemble  

a team,  bring on industrial affiliates, design and 
produce the components ,  and then integrate re- 
sulted in an ext remely  tight schedule. Significant 
to this process  is that most  of  the student team 
members  were volunteering their t ime as an ex- 
tra-curricular  activity, already limited due to 
course  activities for graduate and undergraduate  
degrees.  

A bet ter  sense of  the magnitude of  integration 
efforts would have helped f rom the beginning. 
However ,  with a pro to type  vehicle, containing 
parts  a lmost  all of  which were themselves  pro- 
to types ,  many  unexpec ted  events were bound to 
arise. Perhaps  one of  the biggest design decisions 
which influenced the project was one of  mission 
timing. From the outset ,  the team strove for a 
three minute flight with six minutes of  total setup 
time. This decision drove many  other design de- 
cisions and was ultimately, not of  t remendous  
importance  to the sponsors  during the competi-  
tion. 

Equally important  was the decision to obtain 
a proven vehicle. Significant t ime and energy 
was expended in the direction, only to find that 
no single vehicle, without  modifications,  met  our 
requirements.  Therefore,  a vehicle was selected 
and modified, but was not mature enough for 
other  sys tem mounting and testing until very late 
in the design phase. 

More effort  should have been given to address 
the integration f rom a planning perspect ive.  In- 
format ion about  interfacing with other compo-  
nents was more of an after thought  than part  of  
the design. Most  of  the design time was spent on 
getting components  to function independently.  
Insufficient detail was given to self-monitoring, 
and communicat ion  of the status to other layers 
of  intelligence. This would have allowed the mis- 
sion planning componen t  to function more ro- 
bustly. 

8. Evaluations 

This project  has demonst ra ted  the need for, and 
benefits of, joint  academic- indust ry  endeavors .  
The students and faculty learned much by work- 
ing on a real and tangible project. Industrial affil- 
iates gathered exper ience  for improving their 
own work and/or products ,  acquired research 
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and testing of new equipment, and saw potentials 
for products/services in new markets. 

The project provided an excellent avenue for 
stimulating interdisciplinary work between indi- 
viduals, schools, and university-industrial partic- 
ipants. All of the participants learned a great deal 
about the new and exciting technology of auton- 
omous robotics. They also learned that hurdles 
still remain before this kind of vehicle becomes a 
common occurrence. 

The authors' believe that the single biggest ob- 
stacle preventing realization of this technology is 
integration. Developing standard interfaces be- 
tween components, further maturing the proto- 
types so that components are more reliable, and 
developing a system architecture which accom- 
modates these issues is necessary. 

The result of the Georgia Tech entry has for- 
mulated a working model for an intelligent aerial 
vehicle. This attempt includes a structured sys- 
tem architecture, particularly in terms of mul- 
tiple levels of intelligence and the requisite 
communication needed. However, significant re- 
finement is needed before an adequate analysis 
or evaluation of the total system can be made. 

Through projects such as this, individuals 
have learned and experienced a great deal. We 
applaud the AUVS for creating the contest and 
eagerly look forward to participating again. 
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